Big Six Assignment Organizer
Name:_________________________________________________________

Teacher:_________________________________________________________

Read, answer and check Big Six #1-5 before you begin to work on your assignment. Check Big Six #6 before you turn your assignment in to your teacher.

______I examined the project rubric and understand the expectations.
Big Six # 1: Task Definition ELATEK: 22

Big Six # 4: Use of Information

What is my assignment? Clearly reates to the THEME: LEADERSHIP & LEGACY
Demonstrates significance of topic in history and draws conclusions

1. Devise plan
2. Classify information
trash or treasure

ELATEK: 24

What information am I required to have?

How will I give credit?
___credited sources
___created MLA formatted citations

Historically Accurate _________________

Shows wide research________

Shows Analysis & interpretation _________ Primary Sources ________

Refer back to Big Six #1

___use easybib bibliography maker

Places topic in Historical content_________ Secondary Sources _________

Big Six # 2: Information Seeking Strategies

Big Six # 5: Synthesis

How many sources are required? __________
What types of resources are required?
*is a source I can use
________ books
________ website
________ magazines
________ online journal article
________ newspaper
________ images
________ journal
________ video
________ personal interview
________ database
________ almanac
________ encyclopedia
________ atlas

MLA Citation Guidelines required.
How will I credit my sources?
1. check for plagiary (copying from
sources)
______ electronically in project
2. create first draft
_____ typed bibliography
3. revised
______ after the performance
4. create final draft
_____ other

________ I self edited and revised.

Big Six # 3: Location and Access

________ I made revisions to the final product.

ELATEK: 23

How many sources do I have? _________
Do my notes help me answer my research
questions?________________ Did I gather
the necessary information to complete my
citation? ____________
Did I follow copyright regulations?_____

"Trash or Treasure"
Trash: I mark out any unneccessary
words, phrases and sentences.
Treasure: This is what I have left.

ELATEK: 25

Big Six # 6: Evaluation *All items must be checked before submitting.
How will I know that I have done my best?

________ My project reflects what I was suppose to do in #1.
________ The information found in #4 matches the information required in #1
________ I gave credit to my sources(even if I used a textbook).
________The product I created was edited by someone other than myself.
________My work is neat.
________My work is complete and includes my name and the date.
________My work was submitted to the teacher. Teacher Initals_________________

